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Accelerate your digital transformation with engaging website design and development solutions for associations, education, healthcare, non-profits, financial and public sector.
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Site of the Year
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College of Veterinarians of Ontario
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Canadian Council for Public-Private Partnerships
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More Web Design Projects















Award Winning and Insightful 
Web Design Agency




Inorbital helps our education, non-profit, healthcare, public sector and association clients exceed their digital goals by designing meaningful customized web development solutions. All of our award winning web design work is developed in our Toronto web design studio by our expert team of talented and certified web developers, marketers and web designers. We pride ourselves as a top design agency helping clients not only meet goals but exceed expectations. Not to brag too much but we've been acknowledged for excellence in web development with multiple awards and several best "Site of the Month" kudos over the years. 

Contact us today to get your next website project started!  Continue

Delivering Meaningful Website Design and Web Development Services 

Including digital strategy services coupled with information architecture (IA), persona research and user experience (UX) in addition to the web development services for world class corporate intranets, membership and regulatory organizations, non profits, healthcare, medical and all sorts of public sector and financial organizations. Our team of programmers, web developers, web designers and strategists can help you with your project whether you are starting from scratch or working out a phase by phase approach to accomplish your goals. We have designed the process into a simple six-phase methodology that helps the team track project progress and deliverables to be inline with your objectives.
Digital Strategy

Learn about our web strategy services: persona research, site audits, strategy analysis and information architecture consulting.
 

UX UI Web Design Agency

Best practice User Experience (UX) and User Interface (UI) Web Design methods from hi-fi wireframing, prototyping to Adobe XD mock-ups.
 

Custom Web Development Company

Web design agency that specializes in custom web development solutions for dynamic website integrations and implementations.

 
Award-winning Web Design for Associations

Custom crafted website design and web development solutions specifically for membership, association and regulatory websites.

 
Intranet Webdesign and Development

Let us revitalize your company Intranet! Inorbital Intranet developers use best practices and the latest technology in all of our intranet design projects. We routinely exceed the expectations of our clients with our world-class Intranet Design and Development Services.
 

Healthcare Web Design Company

Find out why our Toronto website design agency specializes in developing accessible secure digital solutions for wellness, medical and healthcare organizations in Canada.
 

Non-Profit Web Design Agency

Specialized web design solutions for non-profits and organizations for good. We understand the unique needs of your non-profit organization.
Support & Maintenance

Our website maintenance and support plans give you a peace of mind in knowing that your website is going to be running smoothly. Our pricing is competitive and the services that are covered under our plans are extensive.

Gold Kentico Agency Partner in Toronto Canada

Choose the best Kentico partner in Canada. We custom build our clients’ award winning websites and intranets exclusively on the Kentico DXP platform. 
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Why Inorbital?
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Website Design

Designing for Equity, Inclusivity and Diversity 













Support

How AI can help content editors source imagery













Kentico

Why Upgrade to Kentico 13







Success Stories
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The renewed ETFO.ca promotes the Elementary Teachers’ Federation of Ontario’s work in support of high-quality public education in the province of Ontario. The design, clear navigation, and effective searches allow users to find the information they need quickly and efficiently.
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The team at Inorbital worked with us from design to launch, and were fantastic partners in the process, helping us deliver on schedule and on budget, with a high quality result that will help us move our business forward. It was incredibly fast and simple to use, and with Inorbital’s development expertise, Kentico provided the features and performance we needed on both the front and back end. We are thrilled with the final site. 
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We are very happy to have selected Inorbital as our digital partner. From the initial pitch to the launch date, they understood our website goals and needs. They have shown themselves to be flexible, creative, accommodating, good communicators and detailed project managers. 
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Thanks to the efforts and professionalism of Tony and his team at Inorbital, our staff can now easily locate resources, information, important data and company knowledge, saving us lots of time. For any organisation looking to accomplish seamless collaboration and information storing and distribution for employees, Inorbital will be a great fit.
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We are thrilled to be live. The site is amazing and I’ve already received all kinds of compliments from people at OAC and outside. I have to say it has been an absolute pleasure working with Charles, Sean and Matt through this process. You have an excellent team.

Curtis Deprez, Project Manager
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We all owe a huge debt of gratitude to our amazing project manager whom worked tirelessly to get this project completed so professionally and on time, and to the awesome team at Inorbital Inc., our web designer….I really can't believe that we got this project done in the short time since I started at the office, and with such terrific results.

Susan E. Opler, Ombudsman Toronto
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Tony and his collaborative team are excellent to work with. Their commitment, creativity and tireless hard work produced an outstanding new website!
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Inorbital's design approach is not only focused on what you see, but how it functions, and how it can be managed. Designed for the most non-tech-savvy person to control and manage the full website with ease. This simple to use 'back end' was critical to the success of the project.
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Dear Inorbital team, We cannot thank you enough for your hard work and dedication to make the new CPRS.ca website design perfect. We couldn’t have done it without you and you and we are very thankful to have partnered with Inorbital on this project.

CPRS – Kim, Kiki, Dan, Jorge and Karen
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Thanks form the team at Hockey Helps the Homeless. Your team at Inorbital have been great in providing support over the past year.

Andrew Gucciardi Manager of Finance & Business
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I just wanted to let you know that I'm really, really pleased with how our new website design is taking shape. Your team has done an excellent job so far and I look forward to unveiling our new and much improved site to my colleagues next month.

Own The Podium
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Inorbital's professional experience with high quality healthcare websites made learning Kentico very easy for our team. We look forward to utilizing more of Kentico’s great features and with the help of the Inorbital team

Drug Access Canada – Alan Birch, Founder
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The Inorbital team is hands down one of the most professional teams to work with. They really took the time to understand what we were looking for and with the time and budget that we had, they created a website that exceeded our expectations. 100% would recommend!
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CTN went through our accreditation process. The surveyor was so impressed by our website that he is holding it up as an exemplary demonstration of what agencies likes ours should be doing across North America!
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Thank you to the entire Inorbital team for helping us create a website that is a true reflection of our work, our team, and our commitment to great design.  You were a vital partner in the success of our site and we truly appreciate the professionalism, dedication, and workmanship exhibited throughout the entire process.
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The Inorbital team utilized beautiful design, built customized widgets and integrated multiple features into our website to enhance user experience and achieve our objectives. The reviews of our new website have been overwhelmingly positive and we are grateful to have had the pleasure of working with Inorbital.

Fahad Pinto Director, Marketing & Communications
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I would like to thank you for all your team’s help to build our new website. Both Charles and Bill did a fabulous job.

Bonnie Bonaventura Managing Director, Client Services and Solutions
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Inorbital has been a pleasure to work with as our strategic implementation partner over the years and has helped us ensure the Kentico websites were up and running on the Microsoft Azure platform quickly and seamlessly.

Loris Parekh, Director, Digital Communications
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How Can We Help

Tell Us About Your Project














Contact Us


https://www.inorbital.com
Inorbital Inc.










174 Spadina Avenue., Suite #204,
Toronto, ON M5T 2C2

(416) 408-0837
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